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Site To Download Jumbo Book Of Hidden Pictures
Highlights Jumbo Books Pads
Getting the books Jumbo Book Of Hidden Pictures Highlights Jumbo Books Pads now is not type of challenging means. You
could not on your own going subsequent to book increase or library or borrowing from your associates to door them. This is an
completely simple means to speciﬁcally get guide by on-line. This online statement Jumbo Book Of Hidden Pictures Highlights Jumbo
Books Pads can be one of the options to accompany you subsequently having new time.
It will not waste your time. take on me, the e-book will categorically circulate you further situation to read. Just invest little period to
retrieve this on-line proclamation Jumbo Book Of Hidden Pictures Highlights Jumbo Books Pads as competently as evaluation
them wherever you are now.

6AA - BROOKLYNN SLADE
This companion to the innovative Hidden Pictures(R) Two-Player
Puzzles book includes even MORE fun and challenging puzzles to
solve. In a unique new twist on the best-selling classic Hidden Pictures(R) puzzle books, each puzzle duo is created to engage pairs
of players while honing their concentration skills and attention to
detail. This is the perfect addition to family game night, ideal for
a rainy-day activity--and makes a great gift! large space 8.5*11.
This preschool sticker-based learning book features number-themed Hidden Pictures puzzles and other activities designed
to teach and reinforce number recognition and counting from 0 to
12 in a fun, sticker-ﬁlled format. Highlights knows that the best
way to get kids to learn their numbers and counting is to make it
fun--and what's more fun than stickers? Kids will love learning
and practicing their 123s with 290-plus full-color stickers and the
dozens of fun activities in this book. Our award-winning content
blends important counting and number writing skills with puzzles,
humor, and playful art, which makes learning exciting and will
help kids develop math readiness skills.
This colorful, sturdy board book features wipe-clean pages and a
marker so preschoolers can practice writing their numbers 0
through 10 and solve age-appropriate Hidden Pictures puzzles,
mazes, and other fun activities over and over again. Learning
numbers and counting are essential building blocks for future
learning, and Highlights brings "Fun with a Purpose" into these formative skills. Our award-winning content blends number tracing
and writing practice with number-themed puzzles and humor,
which will help kids develop a lifelong love of learning--all in a
take-along format perfect for learning on the go.
Young readers are invited to ﬁnd objects hidden in drawings of
scenes featuring various ways to travel.
Highlights Hidden Pictures puzzles --now with over 280 colorful
stickers! Stickers bring an exciting new element to everyone's favorite puzzle--Hidden Pictures! This set of three books is ﬁlled
with full-color and black-and-white Hidden Pictures scenes featuring kids' favorite pets, barnyard friends, and more, along with 8
pages of vibrant stickers to mark the hidden objects. For Hidden
Pictures fans of all ages, here is an unbeatable combination that
makes a terriﬁc gift!
The perfect gift for any dinosaur-loving child, this collection of Hidden Pictures puzzles oﬀers a unique puzzling experience. Kids
can use the included bright green highlighter to ﬁnd hundreds of
hidden objects and create ﬂuorescent scenes. This dinosaur activity book with inverted white-on-black puzzles combines the fun of
coloring with highlighters and the enduring popularity of intricate
Hidden Pictures puzzles. Dinosaur-themed images such as dinosaurs at the dentist, a dinosaur construction site, and a dino
rock band pair with Highlights' trademark humorous illustrations,
creating a fun and engaging puzzling activity perfect for the

whole family.
Hours upon hours of coloring and activity fun featuring amazing
and adorable wild baby animals! The Animal Planet: Wild Baby Animals Coloring Book is 224 pages packed with baby gorillas, lion
cubs, young crocodiles, newly hatched owls, and many more baby animals that are born and grow up in the wild. This book is
chock-full of pages to color, mazes, matching, spot the diﬀerence,
drawing, and other activities, and it includes dozens of fascinating facts, too.
A classic Hidden Pictures® puzzle collection with unique "a-peel"-every puzzle has a hidden banana! 101 bananas are hidden
among 90 puzzles and 1,500+ objects in this book that is easily
portable for travel and taking the fun on the go. And if that doesn't make kids go bananas, they'll love the extra full-color bonus
puzzles and activities that include banana jokes, riddles, mazes,
drawing activities, and more. Makes a great gift for any kid!
This preschool sticker-based learning book features alphabet-themed Hidden Pictures puzzles and other activities designed
to teach and reinforce letter recognition and alphabet order in a
fun, sticker-ﬁlled format. Highlights knows that the best way to
get kids to learn the alphabet is to make it fun--and what's more
fun than stickers? Kids will love learning and practicing their ABCs
with 290-plus full-color stickers and the dozens of fun activities in
this book. Our award-winning content blends important letter writing skills with sticker puzzles, humor, and playful art, which
makes learning exciting and will help kids develop a lifelong love
of language.
What's hiding at the zoo? Kids can ﬁnd out when they lift the
ﬂaps to discover surprising things that aren't where they'd expect
them. With 40 ﬂaps to lift, this 10-page oversized board book is
designed especially for little hands to hold. The book features
That's Silly! scenes set in a kid-favorite location, creating a satisfying interactive experience for children not yet reading on their
own. On the go or at home, young children will love exploring every page to discover pandas reading, penguins surﬁng and lions
doing magic tricks — and then lifting the ﬂaps to reveal even sillier surprises underneath! Kids do their best learning when they’re
having fun, and this silly adventure to the zoo is sure to have
them laughing and learning at the same time. Expertly developed
for kids aged 2-5, this book’s puzzle scenes will hold younger children’s attention and help them build early skills in vocabulary,
concentration, and critical thinking.
The perfect gift for any Valentine, this collection of heart-ﬁlled
Hidden Pictures® puzzles oﬀers a unique puzzling experience.
Kids can use the included hot-pink highlighter to ﬁnd hundreds of
hidden objects and create ﬂuorescent scenes. This Valentine's activity book with inverted puzzles combines the fun of coloring
with highlighters and the enduring popularity of intricate Hidden
Pictures® puzzles. Valentine-themed images such as beautiful
bouquets, crafty cards, and tasty treats pair with Highlights(TM)
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trademark humorous illustrations, creating a fun and engaging Valentine's puzzling activity perfect for the whole family.
The perfect gift for any stocking, this collection of festive Hidden
Pictures puzzles oﬀers a unique puzzling experience. Kids can use
the included bright green highlighter to ﬁnd hundreds of hidden
objects and create ﬂuorescent scenes. This Christmas activity
book with inverted white-on-black puzzles combines the fun of coloring with highlighters and the enduring popularity of intricate
Hidden Pictures puzzles. Christmas-themed images such as skiing
with Santa, decorating the tree, and making Christmas cookies
pair with Highlights trademark humorous illustrations, creating a
fun and engaging Christmas puzzling activity perfect for the
whole family.
This original retelling of the most popular Bible story is also a picture book of Hidden Pictures puzzles, making it the perfect gift for
families to enjoy year after year! Share the timeless tale of
Noah's Ark with this special edition of the beloved Bible story fully
illustrated with Hidden Pictures puzzles. Find more than 120 hidden objects in a vibrantly illustrated storybook that can be read
aloud to the whole family. This storybook is the perfect gift for a
religious milestone and is a wonderfully unique addition to the
family library. National Parenting Seal of Approval Winner, Mom's
Choice Award, Gold
Packed with dozens of the most diﬃcult Hidden Pictures puzzles,
this book is perfect for advanced puzzlers looking for a new challenge. Hidden Pictures puzzles just got even harder! This collection includes all types of challenging Hidden Pictures puzzles, including photo puzzles, puzzles without clues, unscrambles, and
more. Find more than 1,500 objects hidden in 125+ pages of puzzles. A great gift for anyone who loves a puzzle challenge!
Illustrator Anna Pomaska's FAIRY TALE HIDDEN PICTURE COLORING BOOK oﬀers a triple treat for children--a collection of favorite
fairy tales, a puzzle book, and a coloring book--all in one. A delightful drawing accompanies each story and hidden in each drawing are objects from the story for young readers to ﬁnd, while
they color the picture.
Includes over seventy pictures with more than 1,000 hidden objects to ﬁnd, that have appeared in previous issues of Highlights
for children
This oversized board book with 40 ﬂaps to lift and 40 Hidden Pictures® puzzles to ﬁnd is also a fun story all about work on a construction site. A perfect gift for children excited about starting
school and those fascinated by trucks and construction. Follow
busy workers and noisy machines, including a dump truck, cement truck, excavator and more, as they build a brand-new
school in this oversized board book. Every illustrated scene includes eight easy-to-lift ﬂaps which reveal Hidden Pictures®
clues. Each puzzle is specially created for younger children to
help develop early skills in vocabulary, concentration, and attention to detail.
This Hidden Pictures® puzzle collection - speciﬁcally created for
kids ages 3-6-- includes more than 20 full-color Hidden Pictures®
puzzles and over 100 hidden objects to ﬁnd. This activity book
contains a range of Highlights' Hidden Pictures® scenes that are
appropriate for a younger audience, each containing a hidden banana. Each puzzle is paired with additional activities, including
drawing, connect-the-dots, and matching. Speciﬁcally curated to
engage children ages 3-6, every page oﬀers an entertaining and
satisfying ﬁrst-puzzling experience.
Head back to school with this Hidden Pictures® puzzle book featuring over 100 school-inspired scenes and more than 1,900 hidden objects in Highlights's (TM) trademark black-and-white puzzles. With illustrations of classroom activities, recess games, and
ﬁeld-trip adventures, each school-themed puzzle is carefully de-
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signed to engage and entertain children while honing their concentration skills and attention to detail. This book is sure to get
every child excited about school!
The perfect addition to any Easter basket! This Easter-themed collection of Hidden Pictures® puzzles is inverted for a unique puzzling experience. Kids can use the included yellow highlighter to
create ﬂuorescent scenes and ﬁnd hundreds of hidden objects.
This Easter activity book combines the fun of coloring with highlighters and the enduring popularity of intricate Hidden Pictures®
puzzles. With images like bunnies, eggs, and ﬂowers, these puzzles create a fun and engaging family Easter activity. Hidden Pictures® fans will love creating eye-popping artwork with a neon
highlighter on purple paper as they ﬁnd and color the hidden objects!
Presenting the biggest Hidden Pictures® collection ever! This
256-page jumbo book is packed with over 175 black-and-white
Hidden Pictures® puzzles. You’ll ﬁnd pigs riding unicycles, kangaroos visiting the moon, pigeons playing pranks, and other funny
scenes. With more than 1,500 things to ﬁnd, this book will keep
everyone busy at home or on the go. Search for cleverly hidden
bananas, butterﬂies, sailboats, pizza, and so much more. Loaded
with surprises, this is a jumbo book of fun. Makes a great gift for
all Hidden Pictures® fans!
More than seventy busy pictures, culled from the pages of "Highlights for Children" magazine, prompt young readers to ﬁnd the
more than one thousand objects hidden in each of them.
This new collection of beloved, classic black-and-white Hidden Pictures puzzles features travel-inspired scenes and over 1,900 objects to ﬁnd (with picture prompts). This Hidden Pictures® collection is packed with over 100 travel-themed puzzles drawn in the
classic Highlights(TM) black-and-white style. From illustrations of
family vacations to class trips to adventures on water, land, in the
air, and in space, there are puzzles for every interest. With more
than 1,900 objects to ﬁnd, this book is sure to satisfy a sense of
adventure in every child.
This red-on-blue Hidden Pictures® puzzle collection comes with a
seek-and-ﬁnd plastic lens, made of sturdy paper and shaped like
a magnifying glass, to reveal hidden objects within 55+ disguised
scenes. The easy-to-use and simple to store lens adds more challenge and play-value to everyone's favorite search-and-ﬁnd puzzle. This Hidden Pictures® puzzle-novelty book features an easy-to-store magic lens made of sturdy paper and plastic to locate
over 500 hidden objects and discover amazing scenes. Every redon-blue puzzle is a mystery until the lens reveals the curiosities
underneath, such as jet-skiing starﬁsh, a robot workshop, and astronauts in a faraway galaxy. Children ages 6-9 can become Hidden Pictures® detectives by using the clues to help locate the hidden objects and uncovering new surprises every time. Winner,
Family Choice Award Winner, Mom's Choice Award, Gold Winner,
Parents' Choice Fun Stuﬀ
This jumbo pad, packed with 120+ favorite brain teasers, riddles,
quizzes, Hidden Pictures® puzzles, and logic puzzles, provides entertainment and a fun challenge for the whole family! Brain
teasers are challenging, fun, and educational! With puzzles and
activities specially designed to entertain kids while also giving
their brains a workout, this pad is great for a gift, sharing with
friends on play dates or rainy days, or as an ideal activity for family game night. Each puzzle page easily tears out and includes answers on the back.
Doodling and drawing has never been more fun with the addition
of Highlights™ puzzles to extend the experience. The Jumbo Pad
of Things to Imagine, Doodle, and Draw is packed with colorfully illustrated puzzles that kids can solve and add their own creations
to. With a wide variety of activities that encourage creativity, this
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oversized pad features Hidden Pictures® doodles, mazes to
imagine and draw, cartooning activities, and more. This perfectly
portable activity pad will keep kids entertained for hours whether
on car trips or at home on rainy days.
It's out of sight! For all you supersleuths out there, it's time to
sharpen your searching skills and gear up for some serious fun!
The Everything Kids' Hidden Pictures Book has tons of puzzles
that take you from the beach to the classroom and all over town
in search of out-of-the-way objects hidden from plain view. Grab
a pencil and start exploring these creatively mastered puzzles!
Whether you're sorting through laundry or posing for pictures,
you can plow your way through themes such as: Fun with pets
Schooltime activities Friends and family Outdoor entertainment
With hundreds of objects just waiting to be discovered, you're in
for page after page and hour after hour of fun!
One of the most popular features of Highlights for Children, hidden pictures provide boys and girls with hours of fascinating and
challenging fun. The editors of the popular children's magazine
have gathered more than 70 hidden pictures that have appeared
in previous issues. Answer key is provided in the back of the
book.
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ing over 1,000 objects for young enthusiasts to ﬁnd. Answer key
included.
This jumbo book is packed with more than 175 colorful mazes of
various puzzle types and features the fun and humorous Highlights! illustrations that kids know and love. Each maze is carefully designed to engage and entertain children while honing their
concentration skills and attention to detail. In addition to irresistible traditional mazes, kids will enjoy untangling string mazes,
solving code-word mazes, quiz mazes, number-logic mazes, riddle mazes, and more!
Highlights Hidden Pictures® puzzles about all kinds of pets, from
dogs to frogs, to cats and pigs—now with over 280 colorful stickers! Stickers bring an exciting new element to everyone's favorite
puzzle—Hidden Pictures®! This book is ﬁlled with full-color and
black-and-white Hidden Pictures® scenes puzzles featuring kids’
favorite pets, along with 8 pages of vibrant stickers to mark the
hidden objects. For Hidden Pictures® fans of all ages, here is an
unbeatable combination that makes a terriﬁc gift!
Two-player Hidden Pictures® puzzles gives kids twice the fun as
they work cooperatively, take turns, and compete to solve double
puzzles with more than 800 objects to ﬁnd. This companion to the
innovative Hidden Pictures® Two-Player Puzzles book includes
even MORE fun and challenging puzzles to solve. In a unique new
twist on the best-selling classic Hidden Pictures® puzzle books,
each puzzle duo is created to engage pairs of players while honing their concentration skills and attention to detail. This is the
perfect addition to family game night, ideal for a rainy-day activity--and makes a great gift!

Jam-packed with 120+ full-color puzzles and 4 pages of stickers,
this jumbo pad includes My First Hidden Pictures® puzzles, That's
Silly!(TM), matching, mazes, and more, perfect for the youngest
puzzlers. With humorous puzzles and activities specially designed
to entertain young puzzlers and to help develop visual perception
and problem-solving skills, this pad is perfect to share with
friends on play dates or rainy days, as an activity for family game
night, or as a gift. Each puzzle page easily tears out and includes
answers on the back.
This engaging Hidden Pictures® puzzle collection for children
ages 6-9 will knock kids' socks oﬀ--every puzzle has a hidden
sock to ﬁnd, 101 in all! This entertaining Hidden Pictures® puzzle
collection oﬀers over 90 puzzles with the challenge of ﬁnding the
hidden sock in each one! In fact, 101 socks are hidden among
1,500+ objects in this portable book that is perfect for taking the
fun on the go. If that doesn't make kids go sock crazy, they'll love
the extra full-color bonus puzzles and activities that include sock
jokes, riddles, mazes, drawing activities, and more! Here is a perfect gift for fans of Hidden Pictures® puzzles with a unique thematic twist. A Parents' Choice Recommended Book
This brand new jumbo Highlights™ coloring and activity book features over 200 pages of delightful and zany pictures and puzzles.
Highlights™ Jumbo Book of Things to Find and Color is double the
fun with thick, eye-catching black-line artwork to color, as well as
Hidden Pictures® puzzles, mazes, and spot-the-diﬀerences activities that kids can also color in. Light use of text and high visual
appeal make this book especially accessible to young children.
Perfect for the youngest puzzlers, this jumbo book is jam-packed
with hilarious Hidden Pictures puzzles and other activities that extend the puzzle experience. This book contains more than 115 colorful Hidden Pictures puzzles, along with bonus mazes, drawing
prompts, tracing activities, and more. It is specially designed to
entertain emerging puzzle-lovers and to help develop visual perception and problem-solving skills. Makes a fun activity for family
game night or a great gift for any occasion!

Ultimate Puzzle Challenge is ﬁlled with brain-twisting fun and ultra-challenging puzzles, expertly crafted for the most experienced puzzlers. With more than 125 games and activities inside,
this collection features Hidden Pictures puzzles, mazes, Sudoku,
word searches, crisscrosses, logic puzzles and more. From the
puzzle experts at Highlights, this 256-page book includes our
most challenging—and most rewarding—puzzles yet. A perfect activity book for kids ages 8-12, this collection is designed for super-solvers who are ready to up their game. This book is bursting
with a wide variety of mind-bending visual puzzles and clever
word puzzles, all infused with playful humor that will make kids
want to keep on puzzling. With full-color illustrations and brilliant
photos, this book is sure to please the most discerning of puzzle
fans and oﬀer hours of screen-free fun at home or on the go. Solving tricky puzzles is not only entertaining. It’s a great way for kids
to hone their concentration and reasoning skills, challenging
them to work with determination and focus to achieve their goals.
Plus, kids will love tackling these ingenious puzzles alongside
friends and family as a fun and memorable shared activity.
Each page presents a challenge to ﬁnd various objects within an
illustration.
Here's a new collection that will satisfy all Hidden Pictures fanatics. The editors of Highlights for Children have gathered a new
batch of 73 Hidden Pictures--enduring favorites from previous issues plus brand-new illustrations--that will engage and entertain
boys and girls of all ages. More than 1,000 objects are hidden
within carefully rendered illustrations. An answer key is provided
in the back of the book. Highlights for Children is America's favorite magazine for children.
Hidden pictures that have appeared in previous issues of "Highlights for children" provide hours of facinating and challenging
fun.

Hidden Pictures--one of the most popular features in Highlights
magazine--are a great way to test the wits of young readers. This
second collection includes more than 70 hidden pictures, contain-
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